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SOME SPECIAL GEOMETRY IN DIMENSION SIX 

ANDREAS CAP AND MICHAEL EASTWOOD» 

ABSTRACT. We generalize the notion of contact manifold by allowing the contact 
distribution to have codimension two. There are special features in dimension six. 
In particular, we show that the complex structure on a three-dimensional complex 
contact manifold is determined solely by the underlying contact distribution. 

DEFINITIONS 

Suppose M is a 6-dimensional connected oriented smooth manifold and H is a 
rank 4 smooth subbundle of its tangent bundle TM. Let Q denote the quotient 
bundle TM/H. There is a homomorphism of vector bundles C : H A H —» Q induced 
by Lie bracket: 

C(Z,v) = [Z,ri\modH for £,77 € T(H). 

Regard £ as a tensor C e T{A2H* <g> Q). Then CACe T(A4H* <g> Q2Q) may be 
regarded as a quadratic form on Q* defined up to scale. We shall say that (M, H) is 
non-degenerate if and only if £ A £ is non-degenerate as such a quadratic form. Since 
Q has rank two, there are only two cases: 

• (M, H) is elliptic <=> £ A £ is definite; 
• (M, H) is hyperbolic <*==-> £ A £ is indefinite. 

An elliptic example may be obtained by taking a 3-dimensional complex contact man
ifold and forgetting its complex structure. A hyperbolic example may be obtained 
by taking the product of two 3-dimensional real contact manifolds. These two exam
ples will be referred to as the 'fiat' models. The motivations for our investigation are 
discussed in the end of this article. 
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T H E ELLIPTIC CASE 

Theorem. Suppose (M,H) is elliptic. Then M admits a unique almost complex 
structure J : TM —> TM characterized by the following properties: 

• J preserves H; 
• the orientation on M induced by J is the given one; 
• C : H x H —> Q is complex bilinear for the induced structures, or equivalently 

fc, V] + J[Jt, V] e T(H) for £, n € T(H); 
• [f, V] + J[JS, V] - J[t, JV] + [JZ, JV] € T(H) for £ € T{TM), n € T{H). 

Furthermore, the tensor S : Q® H —> Q induced by 

S(Z, V) = K, V] + J[Jt, V] mod H for £ € r(TM), T? € T(H) 

is the obstruction to J being integrable. 

Proof. Fix x G M. Since Cx A Cx is definite, there is no t/j G Q* for which 
(ip o Cx) A (ip o Cx) vanishes—as a quadratic polynomial Cx A Cx has no real roots. 
Instead it has two complex roots, related by complex conjugation. Each of these roots 
gives ip G Qx (2) C defined up to complex scale, so that (^ o Cx) A (ip o Cx) vanishes 
as an element of A41J* ® C. In this case, according to the Pliicker criterion, ip o Cx 

is simple as an element of A2H* (8) C. The corresponding complex 2-plane in H* 0 C 
defines a complex structure J : Hx —> Hx. At the same time tjj G Q*x (8) C identifies Qx 

with C and, in particular, defines a complex structure J : Qx —> Qx. These complex 
structures on Hz and Q^ are unchanged if tp is multiplied by any complex number. 
In other words, they are determined by choosing one of the two roots of Cx A Cx as a 
quadratic polynomial. The other root replaces J by -J but only one of these choices 
induces the given orientation on M. To summarize, we now have uniquely determined 
almost complex structures on H and Q so that 

(1) C(t,rj) + J£{J£,Ti) = 0 ior^neTiH) 

and inducing the given orientation on M. Choose any extension of these almost 
complex structures to an almost complex structure J : TM —• TM. This J satisfies the 
first three properties claimed in the statement of the theorem. Define S : TM®H —> Q 
by 

(2) S(£,7l) = %rj[ + J[Je,7l]modH for £ G T(TM), 77 G T(H). 

This homomorphism depends on the choice of the extension J. For fixed £ G TM 
consider the map H —» Q defined by 77 i-> |(—S(f, 77) + J5(£, «/??))• By construction 
this map is complex linear, so non-degeneracy of C implies that there is a unique 
element Kf G H such that 

(3) Cm,r))=~S^'Tl)+
2
m"jTl) fnter(TM),r,enH) 

and this defines a homomorphism K : TM —> H. 
We claim that J = J-f-K is the almost complex structure whose existence is asserted 

in the statement of the theorem. If £ G T(H), then (1) implies that S(^rj) = 0 so 
K£ = 0, and in particular K2 = 0. Therefore, J preserves H. Also 

(J + K)2 = J2 + JK + KJ-fK2 = - Id + JK-fKJ 
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so we must check that JK + KJ = 0. By the non-degeneracy of C it suffices to check 
that 

C(JK^ rf) + £(KJf, 77) = 0 for £ G r(TM), rj G T{H). 
This is easily verified using (1), (2), and (3). Thus, J is an almost complex structure. 
Moreover, it satisfies the first three requirements listed in the theorem as a consequence 
of J doing so. Moreover, the tensor S corresponding to J = J + K is visibly given by 
S(?> l) = £(£> rl) + £(-*-"£>7?)- By construction, this is just the component of S which 
is conjugate linear in the second variable. But the final requirement is immediately 
seen to be equivalent to the fact that the corresponding tensor S (which is conjugate 
linear in the first variable by construction), is conjugate linear in the second variable, 
too. In fact, this forces (3) as the correct modification so J is uniquely characterized 
by having all four properties. 

It remains to show that the tensor S is the obstruction to integrability of J. The 
Nijenhuis tensor of J is 

N(Z, V) = [Z, V] + J[J£, V) + J% Jv) - [JZ, JV) for Z, V 6 r(TAf). 
Notice that N is skew and N(Z, Jv) = —JN(£, rj). In particular, 

(4) N(t,JZ) = -JN{Z,Z) = 0 foreer(TM). 

Firstly, consider the case when £ G T(TM), 77 G T(H). The vanishing of S means that 

(5) [t,v] + J[Jt,v]eT{H) ioi^T(TM),veT(H). 

In particular, this implies N(£, 77) G T(H), so we may consider the tensor R : TM ® 
H®H -> Q defined by 

Rfo77,/x) = C(N{£, 77), LO for £ G r(TM), 77, \x G T(H). 

We claim that R vanishes. Once this is proved, non-degeneracy of C implies that 
N(£, 77) = 0 for I G T(TM), 77 G T{H) and so N descends to N : A2Q -> TM, Then, 
as Q has complex rank one, (4) forces N to vanish. 

To complete the proof, therefore, it suffices to show that R vanishes. In the following 
calculation = denotes equality modulo H and in passing from one line to the next we 
are using either the Jacobi identity, or (5), or the fact that S is conjugate linear in 
both variables. 

R(Z,v,») = [[t,v],A + [J[JZ,v],i4 + [J[Z,Jv],n]-[[JZ,Jv],ii] 

= [[Z,»?], iA + J[[JZ, v],fi) + J[[Z, Jv], M] - [[JZ, Jv), A 

= [[Z,iA,v] + J[[JZ,A,v] + J[[Z,A»], JV] - PZ,M], JV] 
+[[/-. VU] + J[[», V), JZ] + J[[», Jv),Z) - [[P, Jv], JZ] 

= HZ,I4,V] + [J[JZ,H],V] + [J[Z,I4,JV]-[[JZ,I4,JV] 

+[[/*> vU) + JWn, v), J*] + J[[n, JvU) - [[/i, Jv], JZ) 

= K,/-] + J[Jt,t4,v) + [J[Z, A - [Ji, A, Jv) 
+[V, vU) + Jib, v), JZ) + J[[», JvU) - [[*-, Jv], JZ) 

= [[/*, V], Z) + J[[n, v), Ji) + •/[[/-, Jv), Z) - [[M, JV], JZY 
Therefore, 

R(Z,v,n) + R{Z,n,v) = •%, Jv] + [v, Jii],Z] - [[/*, ̂ ] + [»?, M Ji) 
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and since [//, J77] + [77, J/x] G T(H), this expression vanishes by (5). We conclude that 
R : TM ® H ® H —• Q is skew in its last two entries. But by definition R is conjugate 
linear in the middle variable and complex linear in the last variable, which together 
with skew symmetry in these two variables forces R to vanish as required. • 

Corollary. The only local invariant of an elliptic (M, H) is the tensor S. 

Proof. If S vanishes, then (M, H) is a complex contact manifold. The Darboux the
orem in the holomorphic setting says that all 3-dimensional complex contact manifolds 
are locally isomorphic. • 

T H E HYPERBOLIC CASE 

There is an entirely parallel story for the hyperbolic case with almost complex 
structure replaced by almost product structure. The corresponding theorem may be 
stated as follows. 

Theorem. Suppose (M, H) is hyperbolic. Then H admits a canonical splitting H = 
H+ © H_ characterized by the following properties: 

. [«?, 77] € T(H) for £ e r(.ff+), rj € T(H.); 
• the orientation on M induced by f 1 A £2 A [f 1, f2] A 771 A 772 A [771,772] for f 1, £2 G 

T(H+), 771,772 G T(H_) is the given one. 
Let Q± be the range of C\\2H±. Non-degeneracy of C implies that Q = Q+ © Q_. 
By setting T±M = [H±,H±], we obtain a canonical splitting TM = T+M © T-M 
such that Q± = T±M/H±. Furthermore, the tensors S+ : Q+ ® H+ —• Q_ and 
S- : Q_ ® H_ -» Q+ induced by 

Sfcte, *7) = K, rl] mod(7_ © H+-) /or £ E r(T±M) , 77 € V(H_) 

are the respective obstructions to T+M and T-M being Frobenius integrable. 

If S± both vanish, then locally we obtain the flat local model, namely a product 
of two 3-dimensional real contact manifolds. The Darboux theorem, applied to each 
such contact manifold separately, implies that the flat model is locally unique. Again, 
the tensors S± provide the only local structure. 

MOTIVATIONS 

Our motivation for this article comes from the theory of CR submanifolds of codi-
mension 2 in C4. This theory was pioneered by Loboda [5] and Ezhov-Schmalz [4] 
who found normal forms for such submanifolds paralleling the Moser normal form for 
CR hypersurfaces. In this context, the distribution H is formed by the maximal com
plex subspaces of the tangent spaces. More generally, to make an elliptic or hyperbolic 
(M, H) into a partially integrable almost CR manifold, one has to specify an almost 
complex structure J on H such that .£(</£, J77) = £(f, 77) for all £, 77 G H. In the hy
perbolic case, this implies in particular that H = H+ © H_ is a decomposition of H as 
a sum of two complex line bundles. On the other hand, in the elliptic case the second 
almost complex structure J can also be rephrased as a decomposition H = H+ © H_ 
as a sum of complex line bundles characterized by J = ±J on H±. 

Clearly, these additional structures lead to additional obstructions against being 
CR-isomorphic to the flat models (which are just appropriate quadrics). For example, 
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one has the Nijenhuis tensor corresponding to J, or the obvious obstructions against 
integrability of the subbundles H± in the elliptic case. But in fact, in the CR setting, 
one gets much more structure: In [7] and [3] it is shown that one gets a parabolic 
geometry parallel to the Chern-Moser-Tanaka theory for CR hypersurfaces and thus in 
particular canonical Cartan connections. This article may be viewed as some remnant 
of the parabolic theory 

As pointed out to us by Peter Vassiliou, there is another context in which (M, H) 
with these special dimensions arise. The general pair of smooth first order partial 
differential equations in two independent variables (x, y) and two dependent variables 
(u, v) may be regarded as a codimension 2 submanifold M in the 8-dimensional jet 
space with coordinates (x,y,u,v,ux,uy,vx,vy). This jet space has a natural distribu
tion of rank 6 defined as common kernel of the two 1-forms 

du — uxdx — uy dy and dv — vx dx — vy dy. 

Generically, M will meet this distribution transversally and so will itself inherit a 
rank 4 distribution H. The elliptic flat model is obtained from the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations 

(6) ux = vy and uy = —vx. 

The hyperbolic fiat model arises from the equations 

(7) uy = 0 and vx = 0. 

Further discussion may be found in [2, Chapter VII, §1], [8], and [9]. Indeed, the almost 
complex structure of our elliptic theorem and the almost product structure of our 
hyperbolic theorem are constructed in this context in Subcase 2.5 and Subcase 2.4 of [2, 
Chapter VII, §1]. The constructions there in terms of Pfaffian systems are equivalent 
to ours and it is also pointed out that integrability of these Pfaffian systems gives 
(6) and (7), respectively. It is also mentioned in [2, Chapter VII, §1] that a further 
classification of these Pfaffian systems could be obtained by applying Elie Cartan's 
method of equivalence. This would result in the tensor 5 in the elliptic case (or 5± in 
the hyperbolic case: the two cases coincide when complexified). This was carried out 
by Robert Bryant [1] who also classified the homogeneous examples. 

HIGHER DIMENSIONS 

If we start with a (2n + l)-dimensional complex contact manifold M with contact 
distribution H, then C £ r(A2H* ® Q) may be defined as before but now we should 
consider £A2n £ T(A4nH* ® Q 2 n Q) as a polynomial of degree 2n defined up to scale. 
Only when n = 1 is this polynomial generic In general it has only two roots, each 
complex and of multiplicity n. As regards the generalized Cauchy Riemann equation in 
higher dimensions, Benjamin McKay [6] has solved the equivalence problem for these 
equations in four dimensions, finding all the homogeneous examples and integrating 
the Darboux integrable ones. 
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